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CONTEXT

PHASING STRATEGY AND PROJECT COMPONENTS

TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT PARCELIZATION PLAN

INTRODUCTION

CD-B.1.2

The City shall prepare design guidelines for the
Station District that establish architectural continuity,
including a strong street orientation, building
massing, creating active building edges along streets
and pathways, continuing the historic street grid
pattern and reinforcing a pleasant and safe pedestrian
street environment.

CD-B.1.3

The City shall require that the Station District be
pedestrian-friendly with a design that minimizes the
impact of parking on the quality of the streetscape and
the neighborhood.

CD-B.1.4

The City shall encourage variety in public spaces
and pedestrian places in and around the intermodal
facility.

CD-B.1.5

The City should include a fully integrated public
art program for the Station District that links to the
intermodal facility.

CD-B.1.6

The City shall require that all new projects be designed
to achieve visual harmony and quality within the
Station District. Views to and from the hills should
be preserved. A graceful transition from the ﬂatlands
to the hillsides should be promoted.

CD-B.1.7

The City shall develop a streetscape master plan
that outlines a uniﬁed design theme consisting of
landscaping, sidewalks, pedestrian street crossings, and
lighting.

Background
Planning for the Union City Intermodal Station began many
years ago with the adoption of the Decoto Industrial Park Study
Area (DIPSA) Speciﬁc Plan in 1994, which identiﬁed the area
around the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) Station for mixeduse high-density development. In 2002, the City adopted the
Intermodal Station District and Transit Facility Plan for the 50acre area immediately around the planned Intermodal Station,
which focused the vision identiﬁed in the DIPSA Speciﬁc Plan and
provided a blueprint for future development. A map is provided
on the opposite page of the Intermodal Station District and the
29.84 acre opportunity site which is currently a major focus of new
development. BART, in conjunction with the City, has currently
embarked on a rehabilitation and upgrade of the Union City BART
Station to accommodate the proposed future development and
make the Intermodal Station the centerpiece of the District.
General Plan Policies
Several policies that address the design of the Intermodal Station
District have been incorporated into the General Plan. These
include:
CD-B.1.1

The City shall require that development in the Station
District be of the highest architectural quality and
reﬂect the image of Union City in the 21st century.
The City shall avoid visual monotony by encouraging
variety in architectural styles.
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CD-B.1.8

The City shall ensure that mixed use development
around the intermodal facility includes ground-ﬂoor
retail commercial uses.

CD-B.1.9

The City shall ensure that the Station District
has strong pedestrian connections to surrounding
neighborhoods and to greater Union City. The
City shall create strong connections between the
intermodal facility and the bikeway/trail system.

CD-B.1.10 The City should ensure overall visual integration
of site improvements in the design of commercial,
oﬃce, and similar non-residential uses, but allow for
structural diversity that will result in an attractive and
vibrant environment.
CD-B.1.11 The City shall encourage a mix of residential densities
within the Station District when such mix will
enhance the opportunities for neighborhood design.
Speciﬁc objectives include unique streetscapes with
a sense of openness, landscaping opportunities, and
varied building setbacks. Further, mixed densities
should be permitted when this approach will
maximize open space and recreational opportunities
within the neighborhood.
CD-B.1.12 The City shall establish design guidelines for
commercial, oﬃce, and other business uses that
enhance the sense of the Station District as being
a special place. The City shall provide for the
integration of new uses from site to site and in terms
of links to mass transit facilities.
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CD-B.1.13 Where appropriate, the City shall encourage taller
buildings in order to help provide identity to the area.
The City should encourage tall mixed-use buildings
adjacent to the intermodal facility designed to provide
a landmark image for the area. However, in allowing
taller buildings, the City should take special care
to avoid blocking signiﬁcant views from adjoining
existing and planned uses.
CD-B.1.14 The City shall promote visual excitement within
individual projects through building design and the
way components of the project are assembled on the
site. Massing of structures and arrangement of spaces
should add interest, provide separation between public
and private areas, and oﬀer relief from parking areas
and busy streets.
CD-B.1.15 The City shall ensure that the design of the Intermodal
Station provides a focal point for connecting streets
and pedestrian ways.
CD-B.1.16 The City shall ensure the design of the Intermodal
Station provides a central geometric focus and form
that reﬂects its civic and regional importance.
CD-B.1.17 The City shall promote the development of visible
civic and community uses within the Station District.
CD-B.1.18 The City shall ensure the Intermodal Station includes
numerous pedestrian amenities, such as overhead
weather protection between transit facilities.
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CD-B.1.19 The City shall provide thematic signage and
wayﬁnding signage within the Station District.
CD-B.1.20 The intermodal facility should be a major architectural
landmark for Union City.
CD-B.1.21 The City shall ensure that the Station District has clear
connections to the citywide network of open spaces.
CD-B.1.22 The City shall strongly encourage BART to
incorporate the Intermodal Station District and
Transit Facility Plan as developed by the Intermodal
Action Team and approved by the City Council when
BART expands the station, constructs the bus facility
or develops its property for more intensive uses.
CD-B.1.23 The City shall incorporate the Intermodal Station
District and Transit Facility Plan land use and design
recommendations into the site development of all
lands within the Station District. See Appendix C
for the land use plan, transit facility plan and design
recommendations.

CD-B.1.28 The City shall encourage that development immediately around the BART station be seven or more
stories in height and that buildings further away from
the BART station decrease in height to meet the scale
of the existing neighborhoods, as recommended in the
Intermodal Station District and Transit Facility Plan.
CD-B.1.29 The City shall discourage the use of sound walls and
gated communities in the Station District, while
recognizing that safety and security will need to be
addressed.
CD-B.1.30 The City shall require that multi-family housing be
designed for the safety and security of children, and
provide amenities for children, such as playgrounds,
within the complex.
CD-B.1.31 The City shall design for the safety and security of
children in the development of any outdoor play areas
within the Station District.

CD-B.1.26 The City shall require that all bike pathways in the
Station District be paved with a smooth material
appropriate for wheelchairs, strollers, skates, etc.
CD-B.1.27 The City shall require that any tunnel connecting the
BART property to the PG&E property be designed
with “mall-like” atmosphere that incorporates retail
wherever possible, creates an environment that
maximizes light and spaciousness, and has high quality
ﬁnishes.
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FRAMEWORK
Buildable Parcels
Within the 50-acre Station District Plan, the Redevelopment
Agency owns 30 acres. In 2006 the Agency sought development
proposals for the 30 acre site, including opportunities for mixeduse residential and mixed-use oﬃce. To facilitate development, the
Agency organized the site into buildable parcels, known as Blocks 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6A and 6. Blocks 2, 3 and 4 are identiﬁed for mixed-use
residential. Blocks 1, 6A and 6 are set aside for mixed-use oﬃce.
Block 5 is set aside for a parking facility, although alternative uses
could be considered in the future if parking needs are otherwise
addressed. The blocks provide a framework for the design elements,
such as setbacks, open space, and building massing. Phasing of
the project, however, is independent of the blocks. Any phase may
incorporate a portion of one or more blocks.

the Station, which can serve as a gathering place for the community,
with a concentration of commercial, residential and cultural uses
that create a strong sense of place and identity. These design
guidelines address the mixed-use/residential development blocks
and will be augmented in the future to address the commercial
development.
Blocks 2, 3 and 4 represent over nine-acres of land at the heart of
this transit-oriented development. They are projected to include up
to 1,200 units of housing in a range of building types from highrise to mid-rise measuring from 4 ﬂoors up to 24 ﬂoors in height.
It is anticipated that the residential development within these
blocks will include four strategically located towers. Three will be
located along 11th Street consisting of 10 to 16 ﬂoors above podium
level. The fourth tower will be up to 24 ﬂoors above podium level
and will be located to the back of Block 2.
Station Plaza, Pavilion Plaza and Central Promenade

Blocks 2, 3, and 4 are centrally located parcels across from the
future civic plaza and are the focus of the Design Guidelines.
Vision for Blocks 2, 3 and 4
When completed, Union City’s Intermodal Station (Station) will
accommodate patrons using BART, Dumbarton Rail, Capitol
Corridor, AC Transit and Union City Transit. The Station will
be one of the Bay Area’s most intensive transit interchanges, with
connections among BART, bus and passenger rail. Union City
wishes to ensure that future development in the Station area build
on the considerable public transportation investments that are being
made, and contribute to the creation of a vibrant mixed-use and
pedestrian friendly environment that is supportive of transit. The
City’s goal is to create a new activity center on lands surrounding

Blocks 3 and 4 are located immediately across 11th Street from the
future Intermodal Station and the Station Plaza, which includes a
public building that will provide a forecourt to the Station and a
major new civic gathering place within the city. This plaza is also
intended to be the focus of the transit-oriented development, and,
as such, it is important that any private development across from
it reinforce the area as a public-oriented activity center. Therefore,
the organization and placement of high-rise development and the
design and character of ground level uses are of particular concern.
The creation of active, publicly oriented uses along the building
frontage that face the Station Plaza across 11th Street are given the
highest priority. The creation of a public Central Promenade and
the Pavilion Plaza between Blocks 3 and 4 are intended to extend
the activity of the Station Plaza, with opportunities for outdoor
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cafes as well as festivals and markets. The Central Promenade,
lined with commercial lofts, will add to the diversity of the station
area experience, and forge new pedestrian linkages to development
that will ultimately occur east of the existing Union Paciﬁc
railroad tracks on adjacent property zoned RDC (Research and
Development Campus).
The conﬁguration of buildings and open spaces within both
the public and private development are intended to promote
opportunities for the creation of a vibrant public environment that
is pedestrian-friendly with a memorable sense of place… a place
where Union City residents, workers and visitors are naturally
drawn… a place to meet friends for lunch or dinner, a place to
enjoy a coﬀee on the way home from the station, and a civic place
for a variety of public events. It is envisioned that the combination
of local businesses and the friendly pedestrian orientation of the
district will make it an attractive destination, not only for residents
of the development, but also for surrounding neighborhoods
throughout the city and beyond.
The City has planned an active frontage along all of 11th Street and
an extension of the activity linkages along a Central Promenade
lined with commercial lofts on axis with the Intermodal Station
between Blocks 3 and 4. It is recognized, however, that the market
for retail and restaurant uses will need to develop over time, and
that such uses may not be viable in the earliest phases of the project.
Therefore, in recognition of this aspect, the City will allow interim
uses on leases of a limited length. Interim uses can include oﬃces,
workshop lofts, or other publicly oriented activities that will create,
even in early phases, the desired streetfront character, while making
sure that future retail and restaurant uses are not precluded. The
conﬁguration of public spaces, the treatment of building edges
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and corners, and the orientation and relationship of ground level
commercial and residential development to public streets and spaces
are also critical to the success of this public-oriented environment.
The ability for activities to spill out onto Central Promenades and
plazas, or for interior activities to be visible and welcoming from
streets and sidewalks will be key in creating a successful destination.

PURPOSE
To realize this vision for the Station area, development on Blocks 2,
3 and 4 shall be designed to:
•

Create a major architectural landmark and a sense of place for
Union City while preserving views to and from the hillsides

•

Contribute to the vitality of the Station area through the
introduction of up to 1,200 units of housing with a mix of
ground-level commercial uses.

•

Ensure that the ﬁrst phase of development is of suﬃcient size
and scale to establish a positive sense of place and identity for
the new district.

•

Provide a range of commercial opportunities including groundlevel space suitable for retail and restaurant uses, as well as oﬃce
and workspace for small businesses, artisans and entrepreneurs.

•

Provide a range of living opportunities including for-sale
and rental units including apartments, condominiums, and
townhouses and lofts.
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•

Create a public-spirited and pedestrian-friendly environment
that reinforces a pleasant and safe environment along all of the
key street frontages and public spaces within the area, including
11th Street, K, L and M Streets, the Central Promenade and the
Pavilion Plaza between Blocks 3 and 4.

•

Orient parking to Railroad Avenue as well as K, L and M
Streets, where they will have the least impact on the more
pedestrian-intensive areas of the planned community.

•

Provide complementary spatial deﬁnition of the Station area
with a composition of low, mid-rise and high-rise buildings
that are carefully scaled to create an interesting and diverse
“townscape”.

•

Apply cost-eﬀective techniques and practices in green-building,
sustainable design, energy conservation, and comfortable
pedestrian environments that discourage automobile use and
reinforce transit.

Future East Plaza
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PHASING STRATEGY
There are two aspects to the phasing program related to the
residential development. One of them addresses the responsibilities
and the phasing of the side streets and Railroad Avenue and the
other addresses the phasing of the development. The following
provides a brief summary of the infrastructure and development
phasing strategy for the residential development blocks.
Infrastructure Phasing
The infrastructure includes improvements in the public rightof-way, including utilities, public streets, sidewalks, lighting and
landscaping. Some of these improvements would be completed
prior to building construction and other improvements would be
completed as a ﬁnal phase. The design guidelines provide street
cross sections to illustrate street width, landscaping, lighting,
sidewalks and setbacks. The anticipated phasing of infrastructure is
as follows:

•

Prior to Phase 1A occupancy of Block 3, the landscaping
adjacent to Blocks 3 and 4 on the railroad right-of-way side of
Railroad Avenue shall be constructed by the developer.

•

Prior to occupancy of Phase 1B, the sidewalk and landscape
improvements adjacent to that block and extending to the
Central Promenade which straddles Block 3 and 4 constructed
by the developer.

•

Prior to any wood construction on Block 3, the roadbed of
L Street from curb to curb, including storm drainage, any
required ﬁre hydrants and utilities as well as adequate lighting,
will be constructed by the developer. Sidewalk, landscaping and
any other required public improvements will be built on the
Block 3 side of L Street next to each sub-phase of development
prior to occupancy on that sub-phase.

Phase 2 Infrastructure

•

Prior to occupancy of Block 4, sidewalks, landscaping and any
other required public improvements on M Street shall be built
by the developer.

•

Prior to the occupancy of Block 4, adjacent sidewalk, lighting
and any other required public improvements shall be built on
Railroad Avenue by the developer.

Phase 1 Infrastructure

•

Prior to any building construction commencing on Block 3,
the roadbed of Railroad Avenue and M Street, including the
diagonal parking along M Street, will be constructed by the
Redevelopment Agency from Decoto Road to 11th Street. The
roadbed construction will include storm drainage as well as
curbs and gutters. The Agency shall also install a tubular steel
fence adjacent to the railroad right-of-way and adequate street
lighting as well as any required ﬁre hydrants. Any utilities,
including water and sewer, required to serve the development
will be installed at the same time but paid for by the developer
as will be the cost of constructing M Street.

Phase 3 Infrastructure

•

Prior to any wood construction on Block 2, the roadbed of
K Street from curb to curb, including storm drainage, any
required ﬁre hydrants, and utilities with adequate lighting
would need to be constructed by the developer.
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•

•

Prior to occupancy of Block 2, sidewalk, landscaping and any
other public improvements on K Street adjacent to Block 2
shall be constructed shall be built by the developer.
Prior to occupancy of Block 2, adjacent landscaping and
lighting as well as any other public improvements on Railroad
and L Street shall be built by the developer.

Phase 1B: If not constructed as part of the ﬁrst sub-phase, Phase

1B will include the remainder of the housing and its associated
parking as well as the Commercial Lofts on Block 3 and the Central
Promenade which straddles Blocks 3 and 4.
In summary, the ﬁrst phase of the project will include:
•

Between 225 - 300 residential units

Development Phasing
ß
ß
ß

Phase 1 Development

The ﬁrst phase of development will be critical in establishing the
image and identity for the project and in creating a sense of place
in the midst of the adjacent undeveloped sites. As such, the ﬁrst
phase of development will be on the portion of Blocks 3 and 4
directly across 11th Street from the Station Plaza, to provide the
spatial deﬁnition for this important civic space in sequence with its
anticipated development. It is anticipated that the ﬁrst phase may
include two sub-phases:
Phase 1A: At a minimum, the ﬁrst sub-phase shall include

•

15,000 square feet of retail-ready space

•

10,000 square foot pavilion, designed for an anchor retail use,
but that can be used by the City or others in the interim until
an anchor use is found.

•

The Pavilion Plaza, which is approximately 85 feet x 100 feet.

•

The Commercial Lofts on Block 3 and the Central Promenade
between Blocks 3 and 4.

•

The streetscape improvements in the setback area along 11th
Street.

•

The completion of L Street, from 11th Street to Railroad
Avenue.

th

development of the entire frontage along 11 Street opposite
Station Plaza, including: one high-rise tower at the L Street corner,
the retail-ready frontage along Block 3 with housing above, the
Pavilion Plaza and the pavilion on Block 4, the internalized service
corridor and loading areas for the retail-ready uses, and the parking
podium required to support the residential program. Note that
the Retail Pavilion on Block 4 shall include the appropriate ﬁrerated party wall on its northern and eastern sides to allow Phase 2
development to directly abut to it.

10
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One tower between 10-16 ﬂoors (above podium)
Street-level townhouses
Podium-level ﬂats
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Phase 2 Development

In summary, the ﬁnal phase of the project will include:

Block 4 follows by the completion of Block 3 and includes one
additional tower, the commercial lofts on Block 4 facing the
Central Promenade, the retail ready fronting 11th Street, and the
townhouses and ﬂats as well as all of the parking associated with the
residential units on Block 4.

•

In summary, the second phase of the project will include:
•

Between 375 - 600 residential units
ß
ß
ß
ß

•

One tower between 10-16 ﬂoors (above podium)
One tower between 18-24 ﬂoors (above podium)
Street-level townhouses
Podium-level ﬂats
Retail ready space fronting 11th Street

Between 193 - 300 residential units
ß
ß
ß

One tower between 10-16 ﬂoors (above podium)
Street-level townhouses
Podium-level ﬂats

•

9,000 square feet of ground level retail-ready space fronting 11th
Street;

•

The completion of all of the streetscape improvements within
the setback area along 11th Street and M Street, including the
diagonal parking along the street.

The second phase may be built in two sub-phases, but if it is, the
ﬁrst sub-phase will be along 11th Street and will include the tower
and the retail-ready space.
Phase 3 Development

Block 2 will be the ﬁnal phase of construction and will follow
the completion of Block 4. Phase 3 will include two towers,
townhouses, ﬂats and retail-ready space fronting 11th Street as well
as the construction of K Street.
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100’

11TH STREET

RETAIL PAVILION/BUSINESS LOFTS
25’ HEIGHT TO MIDPOINT OF SLOPING ROOF
PREDOMINANT BUILDING HEIGHT:
5-6 FLOORS, 50-65’
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southwest corner of Block 4 (at M Street). A fourth tower of 18
to 24 ﬂoors is permitted at the southeast corner of Block 2 (at
Railroad Avenue and L Street).

DESIGN GUIDELINES
The following guidelines are intended to support the City’s site
development review process by establishing explicit design review
criteria for the development of Blocks 2, 3 and 4. The guidelines
are speciﬁc where fundamental public objectives are important,
and more general and open-ended where multiple solutions could
achieve the desired outcome. For instance, the treatment of the
ground level of buildings and their relationship to streets and public
spaces is critical to achieving a public-spirited and pedestrianfriendly environment, and as such these guidelines are more
detailed in scope. The guidelines include speciﬁc site design criteria
related to the placement of buildings of diﬀerent heights, ground
level uses and setbacks and build-to lines. They also call for wellproportioned and well-detailed buildings with quality materials and
with sustainable energy-conscious green building practices, which
the developer and architect may achieve in a variety of ways and
therefore is best handled through the design review process.
Building Heights and Tower Locations: The transit-oriented

development will include a range of building heights. Although the
building height varies, they will be carefully composed to create a
diverse and visually pleasing “townscape”. While the predominant
building height is anticipated to be 5 to 6 ﬂoors or up to 65 feet,
diversity in building height is established as follows:
•

Up to four residential high-rise towers are permitted on Blocks
2, 3 and 4. The height and location of towers have been
carefully considered to avoid the creation of a “wall” along
the 11th Street frontage. As such, three towers of 10 to 16
ﬂoors (above podium) are permitted along 11th Street, one at
the northwest corner of Block 2 (at K Street); a second at the
northwest corner of Block 3 (at L Street); and a third at the

•

The footprint of the towers is an important measure of their
massing and bulk, and as such the ﬂoor area of each tower
footprint shall not exceed 12,800 square feet, nor have a width
greater than 75 feet along the 11th Street frontage or a length
along the side streets greater than 160 feet.

•

A pavilion-like structure with a sloping roof form,
approximately 25 feet high (measured to the mid-point of
the roof slope) and a generally square ﬂoorplate of 10,000
square feet is required at the southwest corner of Block 4 to
complement and extend the scale and character of the public
buildings in the plaza across 11th Street, and to provide an
activity anchor at the entrance to the Central Promenade
between Blocks 3 and 4.

•

Within the100-foot wide view corridor between Blocks 3 and
4, buildings shall not exceed 25 feet in height (measured to
the mid-point of the roof ) to preserve hillside views from the
Intermodal Station platform and to promote a pedestrian-scaled
streetscape along the Central Promenade.

•

Other variation in building height including the use of varied
roof forms is encouraged to break down the scale of the
development and to promote visual interest and variety.
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Ground Level Uses and Treatment: The Station area is envisioned as
a vibrant and pedestrian-friendly district with private development
contributing to the enlivenment of the public environment. This
contribution is made not only by the type of activity that is located
on the ground level, but also by its treatment and conﬁguration.
While retail and restaurant uses are critical in creating this
active public-oriented place, other uses are also important, and
it is recognized that the full array of retail activity may not be
supportable in the earliest phases of the project. As such, the
intent of the guidelines is to promote viable uses at each stage of
development, providing for interim ground level uses including
oﬃce space, residential, and cultural and educational activities,
while not precluding future retail and restaurant uses. The principal
focus for public-oriented activity and the highest priority for retail
space are on the portions of Blocks 3 and 4 immediately across 11th
Street from the Station Plaza. The Retail Pavilion on Block 4 and
the retail frontage on Block 3 adjacent to the pedestrian Central
Promenade and plaza are of particular concern, because of their
importance in creating activity at the very heart of the development.
More speciﬁc guidelines related to ground level conditions within
the development are as follows:
Retail Pavilion: The southwest corner of Block 4 shall be developed

as a Retail Pavilion with an area of 10,000 square feet (generally
100 feet square). This structure should be designed with a sloping
roof, and with other architectural treatments that establish it as a
landmark element, extending the civic scale and character of the
one to two story public buildings in the Station Plaza across 11th
Street. The pavilion shall be designed to allow for a destinationoriented restaurant to be constructed within the shell; provision
shall be made for rear servicing in the interior of Block 4, and
required utilities to serve a proposed restaurant (e.g., electrical, gas,
grease trap, etc.) shall be provided. In addition, provisions must

also be made for grease hood ventilation in a manner that does not
conﬂict with the adjacent residential units nor create an unsightly
rooftop condition. Furthermore, the pavilion should be designed to
allow for a mezzanine of up to 5,000 square feet to be constructed
as a tenant improvement within the space. The pavilion should
present a highly open and transparent edge to both 11th Street and
the plaza between Blocks 3 and 4, providing opportunities for
outdoor cafes to spill out onto the plaza, and for interior activities
to be clearly visible. The other two interior facades of the pavilion
should be designed as party walls, against which subsequent Phase
Two development will be constructed. Service corridors and
loading areas that support the pavilion may be constructed in the
subsequent phase.
Ground Level Retail in Mixed-Use Buildings: Building frontages
facing the Station Plaza and 11th Street shall be designed in a
manner suitable for retail and restaurant use, with a ﬂoor-to-ﬂoor
dimension of at least 18 feet, and a depth not less than 50 feet. The
space shall have access to a rear service area that is encapsulated
within the development. Provision for venting through upper
ﬂoors of the building should be made to allow for food-related uses.
The retail frontages along 11th Street, the plaza between Blocks 3
and 4, and each of the street corners shall be built to setback lines
and shall be highly transparent with storefront glazing, frequent
entries ﬂush with the sidewalk, and canopies and awnings that
provide shade and color.
Commercial Lofts adjacent to the Central Promenade: Within

the 100-foot view corridor from the BART Station platform,
buildings of up to 25 feet in depth and 25 feet in height are
permitted on either side of 50-foot wide Central Promenade
with a 26 foot central unobstructed pedestrianway which will
also serve for emergency vehicle access. The Central Promenade
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is intended to create a visual corridor and provide for a future
pedestrianway to development that is expected to the north and
east of the railroad tracks on the adjacent RDC properties and
beyond. These buildings shall be designed as two-story volumes
and as for-sale Commercial Lofts, suitable for a variety of creative
and service-oriented businesses. It is anticipated that as many as
16 lofts could be created along the Central Promenade, in modules
of approximately 35-feet and with a footprint of no more than
875 square feet and, if a mezzanine is provided, of no more than
1,100 square feet. Since the desire is to create a diversity of small
businesses, workshops and artisan studios to enliven the pedestrian
environment and to promote the area as a unique destination, the
Commercial Lofts should not be aggregated into more than two
loft modules or approximately 70 feet and of a footprint size no
greater than 1,750 square feet. The space shall have front facades
of a highly transparent nature so that the activities within them can
contribute to the public oriented nature of the Central Promenade.
Entries shall be ﬂush with the sidewalk, allowing for ADA access
directly to the ground ﬂoor of all of the units. The rear walls of the
commercial lofts should be designed as party walls against which
the adjacent parking podium and housing will be constructed.
Access to the garage from the Commercial Loftsis not required.

Ground Level of High Rise Towers: The ground level of all high-rise
towers shall be designed in a manner suitable for commercial or
publicly-oriented resident-serving uses, with a ﬂoor-to-ﬂoor dimension of at least 18 feet. The portion of the ground level along 11th
Street for a depth of 50 feet shall be designed in a similar manner
as the other retail-ready space along 11th Street. The portion along
the side streets should include a full height lobby and the remainder
can include townhouses within the ground ﬂoor. The 11th Street
facades and the lobby area on the side street shall be highly transparent with storefront glazing and entries ﬂush with the sidewalk.

Ground Level Residential Townhouses: On blocks fronting K,

•

Parking Garages: Parking garages shall be encapsulated within the

building mass and not visible from pubic streets or spaces, except
along Railroad Avenue. Along Railroad Avenue the garage can be
exposed provided the garage is architecturally integrated into the
overall form of the building.
Building Setbacks: Building setbacks are intended to provide

an appropriate transition between the property line generally
located at the back of the public sidewalk and the building front.
Setbacks vary depending on location, building type and use. More
speciﬁcally:

th

L and M Streets between 11 Street and Railroad Avenue, twostory residential units or townhouses shall be provided along the
frontages not occupied by high-rise towers or by commercial or
public-oriented resident-serving space. In order to promote privacy,
townhouses shall be set back from the street by eight to 10 feet as
described below, elevated above the sidewalk by at least 18 inches
but no more than 36 inches and have their primary entrances
oriented to the street with front stoops. The front stoop shall be
designed as a front entry and not as a patio or balcony.
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Buildings on Blocks 3 and 4 shall be set back 50 feet from the
centerline of the Intermodal passageway for 85 feet from the
11th Street right-of-way, in order to create the Pavilion Plaza as
an appropriate transitional space and forecourt to the Central
Promenade. The Pavilion Plaza shall be approximately 85
feet in depth from the 11th Street right-of-way and 100 feet in
width along it. The ground ﬂoor building frontages on Block
3 adjacent to the plaza shall be designed as retail-ready uses in a
similar manner as those that front on 11th Street. On Block 4,
the pavilion frontage on the plaza shall be designed to promote

an active and lively public place. The design of the plaza should
be complementary and of a similar level of quality to the main
plaza across the street.
•

The Retail Pavilion shall be set back 20 feet from the right-ofway of 11th Street in order to create an appropriate transition
from the crosswalk on the south side of the main public plaza,
and to provide a signiﬁcant café zone.

•

High rise towers and ground level retail space along the 11th
Street frontage shall be set back from the property line by three
feet. This setback area should be predominantly hardscape,
although portions can be utilized for landscaping, that is
appropriate to the commercial nature of the retail frontage.

•

High rise towers along K, L and M Streets should be set back
by ﬁve feet to allow for landscaping and an extended sidewalk
dimension, as appropriate to the portions of the towers that are
residential in nature.

•

Commercial Lofts along both sides of the Central Promenade
shall be set back 25 feet from the property line between Blocks
3 and 4 to create a 50-foot wide space. The Commercial
Lofts shall extend continuously from the Pavilion Plaza to the
Railroad Avenue right-of-way.

•

All ground level residential townhouses on the side streets shall
be set back from the property line at the back of the sidewalk
by eight to 10 feet to allow for privacy and to provide for front
yard landscaping. Porches and stoops may encroach within
the setback area up to 6 feet, provided that the stoops do not
occupy more than 30% of the setback area.

•

There is no setback requirement along Railroad Avenue.

Design and Treatment of Plaza and Promenades: The Central
Promenade and Pavilion Plaza between Blocks 3 and 4 should be
designed as a visual extension of the Station Plaza across 11th Street.
Therefore, complementary materials and elements shall be utilized.
The Central Promenade shall allow for 26 feet of unobstructed ﬁre
vehicle access and shall include on either side of the access way a
stately row of Canary Island Palms at 35 feet on center to match
the module of the adjacent Commercial Lofts. The Pavilion Plaza
should be designed to allow for the extension of retail activities
and outdoor dining from adjacent development on Block 3 and
the Retail Pavilion on Block 4. As part of the ﬁrst design review
submittal, the developer shall submit a detailed design plan for the
Central Promenade and the Pavilion Plaza.
Design and Treatment of 11th Street Sidewalk: 11th Street provides

the main access through the development. The sidewalks include a
two-foot brick band within the public right-of-way adjacent to the
development parcels. However, when the street was constructed,
the band was not included to allow for a construction fence to be
built during the construction of adjacent private development.
Upon construction of each segment of the frontage, the developer
is required to complete the brick band as originally conceived
and utilize the same materials, ﬁnishes and construction details
established for this edge. Any excavation along the 11th Street
frontage shall be shored so as not to undermine the adjacent
sidewalk, and construction fencing shall be installed to protect the
sidewalk improvements.
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CENTRAL PROMENADE SECTION

K AND L STREETS SECTION

M AVENUE SECTION
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Design and Treatment of Cross-Streets: The cross-streets should be
designed of a quality and treatment similar to 11th Street. Canopy
trees of a relatively large (i.e. 36-inch box minimum) size should be
planted at an approximate 25-30 foot spacing, with a continuous
trench of structural soils under the sidewalks to extend the area of
uncompacted soil available for root growth and tree sustainability
over time. Light ﬁxtures and sidewalk furnishing (benches and
trash receptacles) should match those on 11th Street, with a similar
alignment and spacing. Lightly sandblasted concrete paving should
be utilized on the sidewalks and scored and sawcut in a 2-foot grid
pattern.

•

Façades should be designed in consideration of the threedimensional characteristics of the building. Signiﬁcant
elements (e.g., brows, beltcourse moldings, etc.) should be
utilized to wrap from one building face to another to diminish
the ﬂat or two-dimensional appearance of the building and to
create a more dynamic composition. Buildings should employ
four-sided and volumetric architecture, with materials that wrap
around to the sides of the structure and that contribute to the
three-dimensionality of the building.

•

Architectural delineation between the building’s base, its upper
levels and the roof silhouette should be well composed and
proportioned.

•

Direct access from 11th Street to the building podia should not
be permitted, however, secondary lobbies to the residential
units above retail-ready space can be included along the 11th
Street building frontage if they are minimal in size so that the
space for potential retail uses is not compromised and they are
integrated appropriately with the retail-ready storefronts. On
Block 3, a lobby to the podium level units must be set aside
a minimum of 40 feet from the retail-ready space directly
adjacent to the Pavilion Plaza so as not to compromise the
potential extension of activities and the creation of an active
frontage along the entire plaza length.

Building Massing and Architectural Treatment: Buildings shall be

designed to create a pedestrian-scaled and varied townscape, with
the following characteristics:
•

Window openings shall be composed and varied to avoid an
institutional appearance. Strip windows and large expanses of
monotonous “curtain wall” are discouraged.

•

Buildings should be designed with well-composed variation in
building volume and plane to reduce the perceived scale of the
building, and to create visual interest along the street.

•

Architectural elements (e.g., projecting bay windows, balconies,
loggia, canopies, pediments, moldings, etc) should be employed
in a non-repetitive pattern to further break up the mass of the
building.

•

Balconies should be designed as an integral part of the building
facade, helping to break up the mass of the building and to
create a more dynamic composition. Their use should not
become institutional or repetitive, and should be designed to
conceal occupant’s personal belongings.

Building Tower Treatment: Because of their visual prominence,

special care shall be given to the design and treatment of high-rise
towers. More speciﬁcally:
•

Towers shall be designed with a clear building base, delineated
by a beltcourse molding and a change in plane and/or material
that is in proportion with the overall height of the structure.
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For example, a building of 10 to 14 ﬂoors (i.e., 110 to 150 feet
in height) should have a base of approximately 30 feet in height.
•

The shaft of the tower shall be well composed, providing both
continuity and variation through the skillful distribution of
window openings and balconies, the use of accent elements
and materials (e.g, beltcourse moldings, brows, screens, etc.),
and through the planar treatment of the wall surface. Large
expanses of repetitive elements that convey an institutional
appearance are discouraged.

•

The uppermost 20 percent of the tower (e.g., the top two to
three ﬂoors of a 10 to 14 story building) shall be carefully
designed to create a distinctive silhouette and top to the
building, through stepbacks that reduce the size of the
ﬂoorplate, changes in plane and material, employment of twostory units, and the use of other architectural elements.

•

All tower elevations shall receive the same level of architectural
treatment; no façade should be subservient in importance or
quality. Exit stairwells should not be located on the 11th Street
frontage of the towers, but rather should be internal to the
building and exit to the side streets. The 11th Street elevation
of the towers should be predominantly oriented to adjacent
dwelling units. A blank wall or the use of the façade as a stair
tower shall not be permitted. To the greatest extent possible,
the tower corners facing 11th Street should be glazed on both
faces to lighten the appearance of the tower, and to maximize
habitable space on this key frontage.

Roof Treatment: The design of roofs within the development
should carefully consider both visual and environmental factors.
Because of the mix of building types, the visual aspects of the
roof are particularly critical, since they will be seen from the taller
20
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buildings. If ﬂat roofs are being utilized, the use of green roofs
should be considered. In addition, rooftops, whether ﬂat or sloped,
should be designed in a way that adequately screens mechanical
and service equipment. Sloped roofs that conceal mechanical
equipment within attic spaces are encouraged to the maximum
extent practicable. In addition, roofs should be designed to break
up the monolithic nature of the building mass, adding to the visual
interest and form of the townscape. For instance, the southwest
corner of Block 3 across from Station Plaza, should receive special
architectural attention in the design of the roof forms so as to create
a distinctive element that counterpoints the Retail Pavilion and
creates a visual focal point that marks the edge of the plaza and the
importance of the Central Promenade beyond. A tower or cupola
element at this location is encouraged.
To assist in energy conservation, roofs should be energy-rated to
avoid heat gain. For example, sloped roofs, standing seam metal
rooﬁng in a light colored ﬁnish should be considered from both a
visual and environmental standpoint, while red tile roofs should be
discouraged as an over-used element that also contributes to heat
gain. To the extent practicable, green roofs are also encouraged,
particularly on lower structures for their energy-conserving
attributes, as well as their visual appearance. Decorative building
parapets that provide a distinctive silhouette should be considered
for ﬂat-roofed buildings, while projecting eaves, exposed beams and
decorative brackets should be integrated into sloping roof designs.
Building Materials: A range of primary building materials may be

used on Blocks 2, 3 and 4 including:
•

Stone or masonry in light or warm tones.

•

Smooth ﬁnished stucco or glass ﬁber reinforced concrete
(GFRC) with integral color.
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•

Light colored pre-cast concrete.

•

Other similar or innovative materials deemed by the City to be
compatible and complementary.

•

11th Street ground ﬂoor frontages for the 18-foot high ﬂoor to
ﬂoor retail ready space shall be predominantly in clear untinted
glass with a high UV rating and with thin metal storefront
framing.

A range of accent materials can be utilized as long as a uniﬁed and
cohesive appearance is maintained. The use of materials should
have an appropriate balance between order and variety, neither
promoting a pastiche of an overly exuberant eclectic expression
nor an institutional or monotonous uniformity. Of particular
concern is that the facades of the buildings not be treated as
separate segments and that a dynamic quality be created by the use
of materials and treatments that wrap around corners and deﬁne
volumes rather than planes.
Parking Access: Parking access, to the greatest extent possible,
should be oriented to Railroad Avenue. No curb-cuts or driveways
are permitted along 11th Street. One driveway curb-cut of up to
20 feet in width shall be permitted for parking access along each of
the K, L and M Street frontages, provided that such driveways are
located at the corner of a high rise tower and at least 150 feet from
the centerline of the 11th Street intersections. Buildings fronting
the parking access drive shall be set back a minimum of 2-1/2’ from
the parking access drive to protect building frontages.

the building, or architecturally screened from all public areas, and
located to the maximum extent practicable on the Railroad Avenue
frontage. Such service areas are not permitted along 11th Street.
Service to retail-ready space and the pavilion along 11th Street
shall be provided by a rear service corridor with a minimum clear
dimension of six feet in width, and shall be connected to a service
dock for garbage pick-up and/or other delivery on Railroad Avenue.
The service docks shall be designed so that they can be closed oﬀ
from the street when not in use. Streetside garbage pick-up is not
permitted; all garbage pick-up, including that for residential, will be
from trash rooms located on Railroad Avenue.
Signage: Pedestrian scaled signage should be utilized throughout
the development; consideration should be given to projecting blade
and heraldic signs that are scaled to the pedestrian and provide
interest and variety along the street. A coordinated signage program
shall be developed for all three blocks and submitted as part of the
schematic design review. The signage program will include the
design and treatment of storefronts within the mixed-use buildings.
Signs may project over the sidewalk to demarcate retail uses and
increase pedestrian interest subject to approval of an encroachment
permit by the Public Work’s Department.
Green Building Practices: Where feasible, development shall

incorporate green building practices, including but not limited to,
the installation of green roofs, rainwater collection cisterns, shading
devices, double-pane glazing, use of renewable or recycled building
materials, etc.
Noise Attenuation: Residential units shall be designed to ensure

Garbage and Service Areas: All service areas (e.g., garbage and

recycling rooms, mechanical areas, storage, utility and meter
rooms, etc.) must be architecturally integrated within the body of

maximum indoor noise levels of 45 dBA CNEL. Forced air
ventilation and air conditioning shall be provided in all units so that
occupants do not need to rely on open windows for ventilation. No
window mounted air conditioning units are allowed.
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Cable and Satellite Service: All buildings shall have coordinated

cable and satellite service so that satellite dishes are not visible from
the public right-of-way.
Fire Requirements: Design of high rise development shall
incorporate applicable ﬁre requirements including the provision of
equipment storage every third ﬂoor and pipe conduits for pumping
air to ﬁreﬁghters.
Parking Standard: Within the structured parking garage, stalls

shall be a minimum of 8.5 feet wide and 17 feet long. Drive aisles
shall be a minimum of 24 feet wide. Dead end drive aisles within
the parking structure should be avoided but if they are provided,
they should extend 4 feet past last stall to allow for vehicular
maneuvering.

Planning Commission will review the submittal ensuring that the
design is consistent with the purpose identiﬁed in this document
and the vision for the area.
The second submittal will be for Site Development Review
approval and requires the submittal of complete ﬂoor plans, colored
elevations with detailed architectural elements, façade treatments
and materials, and landscape plans in addition to the materials
submitted in the initial review (revised if necessary based on
Planning Commission feedback). Site Development Review is a
process established by Ordinance, which is intended to promote
orderly, attractive and harmonious development. Site Development
Review applications are recommended on by the Planning
Commission with the ﬁnal decision maker being the City Council.
After receiving approval but prior to building permit submittal,
the developer will be required to submit construction documents
of the ﬁrst phase of the project to the Economic and Community
Development Department to ensure that the design is consistent
with the approved plans.

REVIEW PROCESS
An overall Master Plan for the entire PG&E site has been
previously prepared and, in conjunction with the Development
Standards and Guidelines herein, establishes the basis for further
design eﬀorts to be undertaken by the developer. A submittal and
design review process will be required and undertaken at each of
the architectural phases of the project. Each phase of development
will be required to go through the same three-stage process. The
ﬁrst submittal will include schematic design drawings of Blocks 3
& 4, including plans, sections, elevations and a three-dimensional
model that together convey the intended distribution, relationship
and character of all of the project elements. The master signage
program, and a detailed public space design for the Pavilion Plaza
and Central Promenade will also be provided at this stage. The
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